
WHY NEWEVOL SOAR? 

Security Orchestration 
Automation and Response 

Automate repetitive tasks 

Increase SOC efficiency

Reduce false positives 

Reduce mean time to respond 

Improve SOC ROI 

CUSTOMIZABLE PLAYBOOKS

NewEvol SOAR comes with 50+ playbooks out of the box for 

automated action on the threats detected. With available 

playbooks, it also provides custom playbook development 

for user-oriented use cases. Now, build customizable 

processes that automate everything from internal valida-

tion to remediation with simple drag and drop.  

OPEN API ARCHITECTURE

Integrate other important security tools in your environment 

with NewEvol SOAR. With this our open API architecture, any 

third-party SCADA/IT or IoT tools can be integrated as a 

part of security operations automation.  

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT

NewEvol SOAR provides multi-environment deployment 

options. Thus, allowing to orchestrate across cloud, on 

premise and hybrid environments to avoid limitation on the 

architecture deployment options.   

NewEvol SOAR is the Operations Orchestration and Automa-

tion tool designed for SOC teams to efficiently respond to 

plethora of alerts in a very short period of time. The tool 

provides automatic playbooks, incident triaging and 

automatic remediation in the real time environment to stay 

updated with the alerts.
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What is NewEvol SOAR? 

KEY FEATURES 

20+ automatic reputation check

Quick deployment 

In and out details of steps involved in playbook 

Customized reports 

Advanced dashboards

KEY BENEFITS

Integration with third-party IT/IoT tools with NewEvol 

SOAR

Multi-tenant environment 

Visual playbook designer 

Automated response

50+ playbooks out of the box 

SOAR Uniqueness

Automate
your Security
Response 

 NewEvol SOAR Datasheet 
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ORCHESTRATE

It achieves orchestration through integrating disparate 

tools together to function together to address the overall 

network environment in a more systematic manner.

AUTOMATE

Once orchestration has been achieved, NewEvol SOAR then 

does the automation to accomplish a wide range of tasks, 

including eliminating repetitive tasks performed by an 

analyst. Thus, helping analysts save a lot of time and effort 

in reducing false positives.

RESPOND

INFRASTRUCTURE REQUIREMENT 

With orchestration and automation acting as a base, 

NewEvol SOAR is able to respond with much greater accura-

cy and efficiency. With automated playbooks, the incidents 

that took hours to respond, are now achieved within 

minutes.

NewEvol SOAR can be deployed via multiple configurations 

including On-Premise, Cloud and Hybrid. We offer the 

platform in multiple tiers to fit your needs. 

Minimum NewEvol SOAR Server Requirement 

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to 

address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we 

endeavor to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no 

guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that 

it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such 

information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examina-

tion of the particular situation.

How Does it Work? 

Deployment Options 

NewEvol SOAR workflow in three steps. 

SERVER 

NewEvol SOAR

instance

CORE 

12 32 800 GB 

RAM HDD 

On Premise

Dteployment

Cloud

Deployment
Hybrid

Deployment 

DATA ARRANGEMENT

AI & ML BASED AUTOMATION

REMEDIATE


